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ABSTRACT

Observations obtained with the Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) have been used

to determine the column densities of D I, O I, and N I along seven sight lines that probe the local

interstellar medium (LISM) at distances from 37 pc to 179 pc. Five of the sight lines are within

the Local Bubble and two penetrate the surrounding H I wall. Reliable values of N(H I) were

determined for five of the sight lines from HST data, IUE data, and published EUVE

measurements. The weighted mean ofD I/H I for these five sight lines is (1.52+0.08) xl0 -5 (lcy

uncertainty in the mean). It is likely that the D I/H I ratio in the Local Bubble has a single value.

The D I/O I ratio for the five sight lines within the Local Bubble is (3.76±0.20) x 10 -2. It is likely

that O I column densities can serve as a proxy for H I in the Local Bubble. The weighted mean

for O FI-I I for the seven FUSE sight lines is (3.03+0.21) xl0 _, comparable to the weighted

mean (3.43+0.15) xl 0 .4 reported for 13 sight lines probing larger distances and higher column

densities (Meyer et al. 1998, Meyer 2001). The FUSE weighted mean of N I/H I for five sight

lines is half that reported by Meyer et al. (1997) for seven sight lines with larger distances and

higher column densities. This result combined with the variability of O I/N I (six sight lines)

indicates that at the low column densities found in the LISM, nitrogen ionization balance is

important. Thus, unlike O I, N I cannot be used as a proxy for H I or as a metallicity indicator in

the LISM.

Subject Headings: cosmology: observations-- ISM: abundances-- ISM: evolution --

Galaxy:abundances--Ultraviolet:ISM



1.INTRODUCTION

Themeasurementof theratioof deuteriumto hydrogenis of particularimportance

becauseit providesaconstraintontheprimordialratioof D/H,anindicatorof thecosmicbaryon

density(Schramm& Turner1998;Burles2000). ForthreeQSOsightlinesthroughtheinter-

galacticmedium(IGM) O'Mearaetal. (2001)reportanaverageofD I/H I = 3.0_+0.4xl0 5 and

f2bh2= 0.02054- 0.0018. (All uncertainties in this paper are 1c_unless otherwise noted.) Recent

cosmic microwave background measurements by the BOOMERANG experiment (Netterfield et

al. 2001; de Bernardis et al. 2001) and the DASI experiment (Italverson et al. 2001; Pryke et al.

+ 0.004
2001) have been used to determine the baryon physical density _bh 2 = 0.022 (H0 -

- 0.003

100km -s Mpc-1). Stompor et al. (2001) report a slightly higher value for the MAXIMA-1

experiment, _bh 2-- 0.033 +0.013 (2o), but state that the data is consistent with the lower value. It

is reassuring that two very different experimental approaches, the determination ofD I/H I in the

IGM and measurements of the cosmic background radiation, give such similar answers.

However, uncertainty remains because the IGM results show a larger dispersion than

would be expected on the basis of the estimated experimental errors (see O'Meara et al. 2001;

Pettini & Bowen 2001). The causes of this large dispersion are uncertain, but may include

unknown systematic errors and true cosmic scatter. A recent measurement of D VH I in an IGM

absorber along the sight line toward QSO HS 0105+1619 (O'Meara et al. 2001) samples gas

with a size < 1 kpc and density ~ 0.01 cm -3, conditions not too different from those in gas in the

halo of the Milky Way. The density is only an order of magnitude below that &the Local



InterstellarCloud(LIC). Evenwith largedifferencesinphysicalconditionsandtheamountof

stellarprocessingof thegas,it is reasonableto expectthattransportandchemicalmixing

processesaffectinggasin theMilky Wayalsooperateto some(unknown)extentin IGM clouds.

Thus,animportantfirst stepin understandingtheD I/H I determinationsin theIGM isto

determinehowtheD I/H I ratioandits constancyaremodifiedby galacticchemicalevolution

processesoccurringwithin theMilky Way.

TheFarUltravioletSpectroscopicExplorer(FUSE)missionprovidesauniquecapability

for measuringtheabundanceof D I in theinterstellarmedium(ISM). Theisotopeshift of the

D I Lymanseriestransitionswith respectto thoseofH I is-82 km s-1.FUSE detects light in the

wavelength region 905 - 1187 A with a spectral resolution -15 km s-1 (FWHM), permitting

access to all of the strong H I and D I Lyman series transitions except for Lyot (Moos et al.

2000; Sahnow et al. 2000a,b). Except along very low column density sight lines, D I Lyot is

blended with the strong radiation-damping wings ofH I Lyoc Thus, observations of the higher

Lyman transitions with weaker absorption strengths are necessary to measure N(D I) along most

ISM sight lines. The far-ultraviolet (far-UV) wavelength region contains multiple transitions of

D I with a range of absorption strengths. Measurements of several different transitions can often

be used together to obtain an accurate deuterium column density along a line of sight. The use of

several lines reduces the effects of instrumental uncertainties, the effects of blends with other

ISM lines, and the confusion caused by weak stellar features that may overlap particular D I

transitions.



In thispaper,wereportthefirstD/Hresultsfrom theFUSE mission. The extensive

analyses of the seven LISM sight lines studied to date can be found in the companion papers

(Friedman et al. 2002; H6brard et al. 2002; Kruk et al. 2002; Lehner et al. 2002; Sonnebom et al.

2002; Lemoine et al. 2002; Wood et al. 2002). Following an intensive program to focus and

characterize the FUSE spectrographs, observations to measure D I, O I, N I, and H2 column

densities began in early 2000. For H I, we have relied on measurements by HST, IUE, and

EUVE for five sight lines; for WD2211-495 and WD0621-376 only EUVE measurements

without published uncertainties were available. Because the seven sight lines described in the

accompanying papers (see Table 1) probe the LISM, the structure of the absorbing gas is

relatively simple. Additional studies of other LISM sight lines are underway, and collectively

these studies will serve as a foundation for FUSE studies of D/H in the Galactic disk and halo.

Measurements of the D I/H I ratio have been reviewed by several authors (e.g. Schramm

& Turner 1998, Lemoine et al. 1999, Tytler et al. 2000). We note here that the diffuse ISM is

the simplest environment for studying the D/H ratio in the Milky Way, and the most appropriate

for comparison with values ofD I/H I measured in high-redshift absorption-line systems. The

Copernicus satellite provided the first measurements of the D/H ratio in the diffuse ISM

(Rogerson & York 1973; York & Rogerson 1976; for a survey of Copernicus results, see Vidal-

Madjar 1991). Later satellite observatories could access only the strong Ly_ transition, and

measurements were restricted to the very local ISM (see Linsky 1998; Lemoine et al. 1999).

The FUSE mission makes it possible to use the Milky Way as a laboratory to understand

how the measured deuterium abundances are affected by a wide variety of physical processes.



An importantstepin understandingthenatureof suchprocessesis determiningwhetherthereare

significantvariationsin theD I/H I (orD I/O I) ratiosonscalesof lessthan- 100pc,the

approximatedimensionof theLocalBubble. TheCopernicus D I/H I measurements hinted at

variations at larger distances (see, e.g., Vidal-Madjar 199 I). Moreover, recent results from the

Interstellar Medium Absorption Profile Spectrograph (IMAPS) provide compelling evidence for

variability on scales of a few hundred parsecs (Jenkins et al. 1999; Sonneborn et al. 2000).

These results along with others are presented in § 5 and discussed in § 6.

In order to examine the possibility of variability in the local ISM, Linsky (1998)

reviewed the measurements made with GHRS on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) for 12 stars

with ISM features at velocities consistent with the LIC. He reported that for the LIC, D I/H I =

(1.50 _+0.10) x 10-5. The data for clouds other than LIC were more scattered. He concluded that

the large uncertainties for many of the measurements precluded a definitive statement about the

variation in D/H for more distant sight lines and that higher quality measurements were

necessary to address the issue. Because most of the HST determinations of D I/H I relied upon

absorption profiles observed against cool star emission lines, there has been a concern that there

would be systematic differences between values obtained in this manner versus values obtained

using hot star continua. In this paper we will show that the FUSE D I/H I and D I/O I

measurements suggest that the ratios are quite constant out to - 100 pc, the approximate

dimension of the Local Bubble, whereas a comparison with Copernicus and IMAPS data shows

an increase in the dispersion of the measurements at longer distances. In addition, the FUSE

values obtained using hot stars as background sources, are comparable to the HST cool star

values.



ThenextsectionsummarizesthepropertiesofthesevenFUSE sight lines, and compares

the properties of the LISM for the various directions. Section 3 contains a discussion the

relevant instrumental properties and the data analysis procedures. Both random and systematic

uncertainties have been a major concern of the FUSE analyses and are discussed in § 4. Section

5 summarizes the results from the seven accompanying papers. A comparison of the results with

other measurements and a discussion of the implications are presented in § 6.

2. SUMMARY OF FUSE TARGETS

Table 1 lists the seven sight lines observed by FUSE. The spectral types range from DA

white dwarfs with almost featureless stellar continua (e.g., HZ 43A) to subdwarf O stars with a

large number of photospheric spectral features (e.g., Feige 110, BD +28 ° 4211). White dwarfs

generally have low values of projected rotational velocity (v sin i < 15 km sq),(Koester et al.

1998). The sight lines cover a large range in both Galactic longitude (54 ° to 340 °) and Galactic

latitude (-59 ° to +84°).

INSERT TABLE 1 HERE

The ISM in the vicinity of the Sun has been studied extensively, although it is fair to say

that our understanding of its content and Structure is still incomplete (see Frisch 1995; Ferlet



1999for reviews).TheSunis immersedin theLIC, whichhasatemperature~7000K and

densityn(H I) ~ 0.1cm-3. Thiscloudis theprimarycontributorto theabsorptionalongthesight

lineto Capella (1 = 162.6 °, b = 4.6 °, d ;12.5 pc) (Linsky et al. 1995), which is often used as a

benchmark ofD I/H I in the ISM. Figure 1 is a schematic representation of the local structures in

the Milky Way plane near the Sun adapted from Cha et al. (2000). Approximate locations, sizes,

and angles subtended by these structures are given by Linsky et al. (2000) and Lallement (1998).

The seven FUSE sight lines projected onto the Galactic plane are also shown. It is tempting to

think of ISM clouds as simple homogenous structures, but they clearly contain small scale

structure as demonstrated by Na I absorption-line studies (Meyer & Blades 1996; Watson &

Meyer 1996). Even in the limited region of space shown in Figure 1, there are additional clouds

and gas structures (see Ferlet 1999 and references therein). Redfield & Linsky (2000) examined

this issue for the LIC and concluded that the LIC appears to be inhomogeneous, but not by a

large factor. The G191-B2B sight line is near the Capella sight line and also samples the LIC.

The model presented by Redfield & Linsky predicts that, for the sight lines to HZ 43A,

WD1634-573, and WD2211-495, the LIC contributes less than 5 x 10 16cm-2 atoms to the total

H I column density. For Feige 110 and BD +28 ° 4211, the contributions are higher, but are still

expected to be less than 1 x 1017 cm-2. The contributions of the G cloud to the column densities

of WD1634-573 (b -- -7 °) and WD2211-495 (b = -53 °) sight lines are uncertain. High spectral

resolution measurements by FIST are necessary to determine if there is evidence for a significant

amount of material at the velocity of the G cloud.

INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE

9



SurroundingtheSun,andoutsidetheLIC andothernearbycloudsis acavityfilled with

hot low-densitygasreferredto astheLocalBubble(Breitschwerdt1998;Snowdenetal. 1998,

andreferencestherein).Densergashavingalowertemperatureisalsopresentwithin thecavity.

A highspectralresolutionCaII _.3933.663studybyCrawfordet al. (1997)showsvelocity

structuresin theLocalBubblewith temperaturesand(by implication)densitiescomparableto

thosein theLIC. Theexistenceof nearbyNa I structures(Hobbs1978;Sfeiretal. 1999;Chaet

al.2000)suggeststhattheneutralgashasT~100K andn~ 1cm-3or larger,but thelow values

of NaI/CaII (Welshetal. 1991;Bertinetal.1993)indicatethatthetemperaturesanddensities

arelikely to becomparabletotheLIC for manyof theclouds.

NaI absorption-linestudiesby Sfeiretal. (1999)showthattheboundaryof the Local

Bubble is delineated by a sharp gradient in the neutral gas column density with increasing radius.

The cavity has a radius between 65 and 250 pc depending on direction and is surrounded by a

dense neutral gas "wall". The distance of this neutral gas deduced from X-ray data is generally

-30% smaller (see Snowden et al. 1998). Sfeir et al. (1999) suggest that this discrepancy can be

removed by a proportional adjustment in the X-ray distance scale with concurrent changes in the

plasma parameters of the X-ray emission model. The wall is quite asymmetric so that sight lines

in the 1st Galactic quadrant (0 ° 1 90 °) traverse significant amounts of gas at smaller distances

than sight lines in the other quadrants (especially the 3rd).

10



Figure2 showstheprojectionsof thesevenFUSE sight lines onto the Galactic plane and

two other perpendicular planes compared to the 5 rnA and 20 mA Na I )_5891.59 equivalent

width contours derived by Sfeir et al. (1999). Discussing the FUSE sight lines in the context of

these projections requires several notes of caution. The Na I results are preliminary and

improvements can be expected for more detailed studies with higher densities of stars per unit

solid angle. The uncertainties in the distances to some of the FUSE targets can be significant

(see Table 1). Furthermore, the boundaries of the cavity are complex. Sfeir et al. (1999) report

only three planar cuts through the Galactic plane and two orthogonal meridian planes

perpendicular to the plane. Bulges, extensions, and other small-scale structures could affect

intermediate cuts. Still, it is possible to make definitive statements about most of the sight lines.

INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE

WD 1634-573 (b = -7 °) and WD0621-376 (b = -21 o) are well inside the wall of the Local

Bubble. G191-B2B (b = 7°) lies near the 5 m.A Na I contour; the low value of the H I column

density (see § 5) implies little or no penetration into the wall, although part of the measured

column could come from the region near the wall. The sight line to BD +28 ° 4211 (b = -19 °)

penetrates the wall. This is confirmed by examining the plot for the meridian plane containing

the 1 = 90 ° -270 ° axis and the Galactic poles (lowest panel of Figure 2). The same plot shows

that Feige 110 (b = -59 °) also lies beyond the wall. The large H I column densities observed

towards these objects confirms this. WD2211-495 (b = -53 °) is located at a distance of 53 pc,

11



approximately14° fromthemeridianplanecontainingthe1= 0°-180° axisandtheGalacticpoles

(middlepanelof Figure2). Examiningthisplot showsthatthesightlineextendspastthe

5rnANa ! contour,but falls shortof the20rnAcontourby afactoroftwo in distance;hence,a

moderateH I columndensityisexpected.HZ 43A(b= 84°) is closeto thenorthGalacticpole.

Thelow H I columndensitymeasuredarguesthatthestardoesnot lie beyondthewall.

3. INSTRUMENTALPROPERTIES

In thissection,wediscussthepropertiesof theFUSE data and some of the instrumental

considerations required to correctly interpret the observed absorption-line profiles. The design

of the FUSE instrument provides multiple channel wavelength coverage over the 912 - 1187 A

bandpass. A description of the FUSE mission and its performance as of early 2000 is given by

Moos et al. (2000) and Sahnow et al. (2000a,b). This section presents additional material that

was not covered in those papers.

3.1 Wavelength solution

The relative wavelength accuracy of FUSE data in the most recent version of the

calibration pipeline used in this work (version 1.8.7) is ~ +6 km s-_ (1(_) over most of the

spectrum, with only a few spectral regions having greater uncertainties. The uncertainty in the

absolute wavelength scale is larger, particularly for data obtained through the large (LWRS)

spectrograph apertures. Pointing uncertainties and optical misalignments can produce zero point

shifts up to __100 km s-J, although __30 km s-I is more typical. Thus, the FUSE absolute

12



wavelengthscalewasdeterminedindependentlybycomparisonof FUSE spectral features with

related features measured by other instruments (e.g., HST, IUE, or ground-based telescopes).

The zero point uncertainties in the wavelength calibration for apertures other than the LWRS

have been significantly improved in version 2.0 of the calibration pipeline released in the fall of

2001, but this was not available at the time of the work reported here.

3.2 Detectors

The FUSE delay-line microchannel-plate detectors are photon-counting devices. They

have low readout noise, permitting long integrations and very good linearity over the dynamic

range of the detectors. Data are recorded either as spectral images aboard the satellite for count

rates above ~2500 s-1, or for lower count rates as photon address lists that are time-stamped. The

latter mode permits a higher level of filtering for spurious noise during processing on the ground,

and is used whenever on-board memory management considerations allow. At very high count

rates, the detector response becomes non-linear. Thus, at the present time, it is not possible to

study the absorption toward any of the very bright stars studied with Copernicus. The FUSE

Operations Team is exploring new techniques for increasing the dynamic range of the satellite,

but these were not available at the time of this work.

3.3 Photometric calibration and noise sources

The current relative photometric calibration of FUSE data is accurate to about 10%.

Over the several angstrom intervals used to analyze individual ISM absorption features, the

13



relativeflux calibrationismuchbetter,with severalcaveats.First,detectorartifactsand

scatteredlightmayaffectthelocal flux estimatesin thedata(seebelow). Second,accurateflux

calibrationin thevicinity of theLymanseriesH I linesis inherentlydifficult becauseof H I

absorptioninboththeISMandin stellaratmospheres.Third,emissionsfromtheupper

atmosphereof theEarthcancoincidewith theabsorptionsby interstellarH I, O I, andN I. The

effectsof terrestrialairglowontheISMprofilescanbeevaluatedby comparingdataobtained

duringorbitalnightwith dataobtainedduringbothdayandnight. MostN I andOI emissions

arenegligiblein thenight-onlydataforthesestudies. However,H I airglow(particularlyH I

Ly[3)is alwayspresent.

Scatteredlight andotherspurioussignalsarepotentialsourcesof non-randomnoisein

theFUSE data. Broadband signals can usually be removed by a simple subtraction. (The effects

of the line-spread function (LSF) are discussed below in § 3.4.) Although wavelength-dependent

corrections are necessary for very deep exposures (e.g., Kriss et al. 2001), this was not necessary

for the relatively bright targets discussed in the papers summarized here. In some cases,

wavelength-dependent count bursts appear for brief, unpredictable times; the data sets have been

carefully screened to remove this possible contamination whenever possible.

Airglow also can produce long-term changes in detector response, including geometric

distortion, at the emission wavelengths. These effects depend on the line intensity, the size of

the aperture, the proximity of the line to the end of the microchannel plate, and the exposure

history of the plate. Such effects have been noted primarily for LWRS spectra taken in the

second half of 2000. The effect was reduced by raising the voltage for both detectors on 24

14



January2001andagainon31July2001. Muchof thedatareportedherewereobtainedbefore

thisdate. In practice,sucheffectswerenotedandtreatedin amannersimilarto fixed-pattern

noiseartifactsasdiscussedin thenextparagraph.

Fixed-patternnoiseassociatedwith thedetectorshasthepotentialto distortprofileshapes

andthemeasuredequivalentwidthsof spectralfeatures.Onoccasion,thefixed-patternnoise

mayresultin smallwavelengthshiftsaswell asaffecttheobservedflux. Thereareseveralways

to determineif suchproblemsexistandto correctfor them.Thefour-channeldesignof FUSE

gives simultaneous but independent spectra at almost all wavelengths. Typically there are four

independent spectra over the central third of the bandpass (-990-1080 A) and two at other

wavelengths. Also, for each spectrograph, there are three entrance apertures that are physically

separated in the y direction (i.e., perpendicular to the dispersion). These are the large (30"x30",

LWRS), medium (4"x20", MDRS), and small (1.25"x20", HIRS) apertures. Thus, it is possible

to observe an object at differenty-locations on the detector during different observations. In the

D I/H I analyses discussed here, the spectra from different channels and through different slits

were treated independently rather than simply co-added, allowing detector artifacts or other

instrumental signatures to be identified.

Fixed-pattern noise in FUSE data can be averaged out by motions of the spectrum in the

dispersion direction during the course of an observation. Sometimes this is achieved solely by

thermally induced motions of the instrument structure as the satellite moves about its orbit. In

addition, programmed motions of the focal plane assemblies that hold the entrance apertures can

be used to guarantee that averaging will take place in the final co-added data sets. These motions

15



averageoutmostofthesmall-scale(6-10 pixel)detectorartifactswhentheindividualexposures

arealignedin wavelengthandaveraged.In suchcases,signal-to-noiselevelsarecloseto those

expectedfromphotonstatistics,andvalues-100 perresolutionelementhavebeenachievedon

thebrightestsources(e.g.,Sonnebornetal.2002).

3.4Backgrounds and Line Spread Function

Moos et al. (2000) showed that the signal at the center of a broad, strongly saturated C II

absorption feature seen in the spectrum of liD 93129A is small, and hence the broadband

scattered light is very low. However, the data reported in the accompanying D I/H I papers show

signals at a few percent of the continuum at the centers of many of the Lyman series absorption

features. Although they have high optical depths, the H I lines are much narrower than the 1 A

width of the C II line used to set a limit on the broadband scattered light. Preliminary modeling

of this residual light in the cores of the lines indicates that it can be described by a line-spread

function (LSF) with two Gaussian components. One component represents the core of the line

and has a width comparable to the instrumental resolution of ~15 km s-I . The other is about

twice as broad as the core, and is responsible for redistributing light into the center of optically

thick lines if they are narrow enough. A comprehensive study of the FUSE LSF is not available

at this time. However, tests indicate that the effects of the broad component of the LSF generally

are small (it probably contains 20 - 30% of the total LSF area) and a large part of the broad

component is under the narrow component of the LSF). Additional information regarding the

LSF is provided by Kruk et al. (2002). Both single Gaussian LSFs and dual component LSFs

16



havebeenusedin theanalysessummarizedhere.

descriptionsof theadoptedLSFs.

Seetheindividualpapersfor detailed

4. DATA REDUCTIONAND POTENTIALUNCERTAINTIES

Severaltechniqueswereusedto determinetheD I, N I, andO I columndensitiesreported

in thispaper.Theseincludedprofile fitting of theobservedabsorption-lineprofiles,single-

componentcurvesof growthfittedto themeasuredequivalentwidthsof thelines,andapparent

opticaldepthanalyses.Thesemethodsrelyupondifferentsetsof assumptionsandprovide

complementaryinformationaboutthestrengthsof theabsorptionlines,thepresenceof

unresolvedsaturatedstructure,andthevelocitystructureof the lines. Descriptionsof these

methodsandreferencesto previoususeandapplicabilitycanbe foundin thepapersdevotedto

theanalysesof the individualsightlines. Here,wenotethatthevariousmethodsemployedto

analyzetheinterstellarlinesfor eachsightline generallyyieldsimilarresults.Furthermore,the

datafor eachsightlinewereanalyzedby atleasttwo independentresearchteams.Theresults

areanamalgamationof the individualanalyses,andtheerrorsadoptedaccountfor boththe

knownsystematicuncertaintiesin theanalysesaswell asthesubjectivedifferencesbetween

analyses.

Althoughall of thestrongLymantransitionsexceptfor Lyotfall in theFUSE wavelength

region (905 - 1187 _), only about thirteen transitions down to Ly-14 at 915.82 A are useful for

making accurate absorption-line measurements of the D I column density. At shorter

wavelengths, the overlap between adjacent H I Lyman lines makes the continuum placement

17



highlyuncertain.Theflux calibrationisalsouncertainatthesewavelengthsforthesamereason.

Thelinestrengths,IX, for theD I transitionsvaryby afactorof 150betweenLy_3 and Ly-14.

Thus, there is access to optically thin transitions over a wide range of column densities.

Typically, up to a half dozen transitions may be useful for constraining the column density for a

given sight line, although blends with other species, particularly H2, often reduce that number.

A large effort went into determining the sources and magnitudes of the uncertainties in

the FUSE column densities. The data reduction took place at six different laboratories with

frequent reviews and comparisons of techniques and results. Usually, errors due to photon noise

were not the dominant contribution. We refer the reader to the seven accompanying papers for

comprehensive discussions of the sources of errors relevant for each particular sight line.

As a check on the validity of the error bars assumed in the individual sight line studies,

we constructed a simulated set of FUSE data for a mock sight line investigation. This blind

simulation was analyzed independently by six team members and the results (and errors) were

compared to each other and to the parameters of the simulation. The results of this simulation

allowed us to assess the impact of known systematic errors on our quoted uncertainties; in some

cases the error estimates were too small, in which case we expanded the allowance for the stated

error estimates. Throughout this work, we have adopted uncertainties that we believe are

conservative and reliably account for known sources of systematic error.

4.1 Velocity Structure

18



Fortheprofile-fittingproceduresused,it wasnecessaryto treatpartiallysaturatedlines

properlybyemployinganappropriatemodelfor thevelocitystructureof theabsorption.Partial

knowledgeof thevelocitystructureof theISMwasavailablefromHST for some sight lines.

Another approach was to rely only on unsaturated lines; see the discussion of WD2211-495

(H6brard et al. 2002). An associated issue is the effect of the uncertainties in the shape of the

line spread function (§ 3.4).

Very low column density H I absorption with a velocity of - 82 km s-1 relative to the

primary H I absorption features may also be a source of potential confusion with the observed

D I absorption. Such absorption would be undetectable in any of the metal lines (e.g., C II

)d 036, O I )_1039) if the H I column density is low. Although this is a concern for extragalactic

measurements, it is a much smaller concern for the LISM. Clouds with such high velocities are

rare in the LISM. In addition, clouds with H I column densities - 1015cm -2 are transparent to

ultraviolet ionizing radiation, and thus they are expected to be highly ionized. If low-colunm

density clouds were prevalent in the LISM, they would be observed at all velocities, and a casual

examination of liST, Copernicus and FUSE spectra would commonly show interlopers at various

relative velocities. There are rare exceptions (see e.g., Gry & Jenkins 2001), but generally

random H I interlopers are not a significant concern for the LISM studies discussed here. The

only exception, discussed in §4.4, is near the H I Lyc_ line where hot optically-thin clouds

displaced by modest velocities from the center of the line can have a disproportionate effect on

the profile fit if the total H I column density is ~ 1019 cm -2 or less.

4.2 Continuum Placement
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Properlyestimatingthecontinuumis amajorconsiderationfor accuratecolumndensity

determinations,regardlessof theanalysismethodused.Althoughthespectraof metal-poor

whitedwarfsarerelativelysimple,manywhitedwarfspectracontainphotosphericlines.

WD0621-376(Lehneretal.2002)andWD2211-495(H6brardetal. 2002)areextremelymetal-

richDA whitedwarfsthatshowmanyphotosphericfar-ultravioletlines(Holbergetal. 1998).

BD +28° 4211is asub-dwarfOstarwith acomplexphotosphericspectrum(Sonnebornetal.

2002),andtheintrinsicstellarspectrumof Feige110isalsoverycomplex(Friedmanetal.

2002). Stellarmodelswereusedto guidethecontinuumplacement.However,in thecasesof

BD +28°4211andFeige110,thiswashinderedbythecomplexityof themetallinesandthe

poorlyknownatomicdatafor someof thespeciesarisingin thephotospheresof thesestars.

4.3Line Blends

A source of uncertainty in the D I line strengths is introduced by blending with other

spectroscopic features. Interstellar H2 (e.g., Shull et at. 2000) is a common source of blends for

several of the sight lines studied (see Sonneborn et al. 2002; Friedman et al. 2002). We made a

careful examination of atomic and molecular ISM line lists (e.g., Morton 2001; Abgrall et al.

2000) for potential blends. There may also be blends with narrow stellar features that are not

properly accounted for in the models. Fommately, the availability of multiple D I transitions for

determining the column densities significantly reduced the impact of this potential problem.

4.4 Determinations of N(H I)
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EventhoughalargenumberofH I transitionsarecontainedin theFUSE bandpass,

determinations of N(H I) are often difficult. Most of the optimum sight lines for FUSE

measurements ofD I do not have accurate values of the H I column available. For the H I

column densities reported here (-10 TM -102o cm-2), the higher order Lyman series lines are

typically optically thick, and hence lie on the flat part of the curve of growth. Accurate

determinations of the H I column density require measurements of the radiation-damping wings

of the Lyoc profiles. We used data from the Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) and

the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) on HST to estimate N(H I) for BD +28 ° 4211,

G191-B2B and HZ43A. In addition, HZ 43A is exceptional in that the H I column density is low

and the properties of the star permit accurate determinations from EUVE data. In this case, the

GHRS and EUVE determinations were in good agreement and were combined. For the Feige

110 sight line, we used high resolution IUE data. For three sight lines (WD0621-376, WD 1634-

573, and WD2211-495), determinations of N(H I) from the photoelectric continua (X < 912 A)

measured by EUVE were available. EUVE measurements of the H I column density are sensitive

to the stellar models, and only one of the three (WD 1634-573) has a published uncertainty

(Napiwotzki et al. 1996; Jordan et al. 1997). The uncertainties for the two other sight lines are

estimated to be +40% (Wolff et al. 1998; Wolff 2001, private communication). Understanding

the average value of D/H and the magnitude of its variation in the LISM depends in large part on

future HST measurements of the H I Lyoc profiles and in some cases, better analysis of the EUVE

measurements.
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Thereareseveralsubtlesourcesof uncertaintyinvolvedin measuringN(H I) fromthe

dampingwingsof theLyo_line. Uncertaintiesin thestellarLyotprofilecanbeimportantif either

thecolumndensityis verylow,or if thestellarparametersareuncertain.Thepresenceof

absorptionfromthe"hydrogenwall" closeto thesolarheliospherecausedbyH÷-H° charge

exchangewith theISM canhaveanoticeableeffectontheweakestLy_ absorptionprofiles

(Linsky& Wood1996).AlthoughtheH I columndensitiesof thiswall arelow (-1015cm-2),the

velocityshiftsandhigheffectivetemperaturesof thematerialcanaffectthedeterminationof the

totalH I for somesightlines. Similareffectscouldalsobecausedby otheroptically-thinhigh-

temperaturegascloudspresentalongthelineof sight(seethediscussionby Lemoineetal.

(2002)for G191-B2B).Hydrogenwallshavebeennotedfor otherlate-typestarsin additionto

theSun(Woodetal. 1996;Dringetal. 1997;Wood& Linsky 1998),but little isknownabout

H I in thevicinity of thewhitedwarfandsub-dwarfstarsconsideredhere.Finally,in thespectra

of starswithmanyphotosphericspectralfeatures,thepresenceof undetectedmetallinesmay

leadto smallincreasesin thevalueof theH I column.

5. SUMMARYOFRESULTSFORTHE SEVENSIGHTLINES

Table2 summarizesthemeasuredcolumndensitiesforthesevensightlineslistedin

Table1. Becausewewill compareratiosof columndensitiesamongdifferentsightlines,1c_

uncertainties(68%probable)aregiven,whilethepapersreferencedin Table2 give2c_

uncertainties(95%probable).H2columndensitiesweremeasurableonly for Feige110and

BD +28° 4211.Molecularfractionsaresufficientlysmall,f(H2)-I 0.4-10-5,thattheycouldbe
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neglectedin thesubsequentdiscussionsof thetotalhydrogencolumndensitiesin theneutralgas

(i.e.,N(H I) = N(H I) + 2N(H2)).

ReliableH I columndensitymeasurementsareavailablefor only five of thesevenFUSE

sight lines. This highlights the need for accurate measurements of H I column densities by using

observations outside the FUSE spectral range to obtain reliable values of D I/H I. In some cases,

it may be necessary to use a proxy for the average H I column density (e.g., O I) as discussed

in§ 6.

INSERT TABLE 2 HERE

Table 3 lists ratios of D I/H I, O I/H I, D I/O I, N I/H I, D I/N I, and O UN I. Also

included is a measure of the average neutral fraction of the gas along the line of sight given by

N I/(N I + NII) when available. As in the case of Table 2, the uncertainties are lcy estimates.

We also present the weighted mean of each ratio, its uncertainty, the fractional standard

deviation expressed in percent, the number of degrees of freedom (v), and the2"_ test for the

weighted mean. The fractional standard deviation is defined as the square root of the weighted

average variance of the data (Bevington & Robinson 1992) divided by the weighted mean and is

listed as a measure of the actual deviation of the data about the weighted mean. The use of the

weighted mean and its uncertainty assumes: 1) the measurements are drawn from a population

with a single value, and 2) the reported measurement uncertainties have accounted for all errors.

If the 2"_ test, which comparbs the actual deviation from the mean to the estimated uncertainty,
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is significantlygreaterthanone,eitherorbothof theassumptionsarecalledintoquestion.These

issueswill beaddressedin § 6.

INSERTTABLE 3HERE

Table4 presentspreviouslypublishedD I/H I ratiosalongothersightlinesfor

comparisonwith theFUSE measurements. Also included are the mean values ofO I/H I,

N UH I, and O I/N I for high column density sight lines that extend beyond the Local Bubble

(Meyer et al. 1997, 1998). To obtain the average value ofO I/N I, we used the five sight lines

common to both studies. We have also listed ratios olD I/O I for 50ri A (Jenkins et al. 1999;

Sonneborn et al. 2000; Meyer et al. 1998) and _,Cas (Ferlet et a1.1980). To the best of our

knowledge, precise measurements of D I/O I do not yet exist for any other sight lines in the

Milky Way. The HSTratios were selected for uncertainties -15% or less, the Copernicus ratios

for ~30% or less. Also listed are the three IMAPS values ofD IfH I reported by Jenkins et al.

(1999) and Sonneborn et al. (2000). We do not include numerous determinations ofD I/H I that

either have large error bars or additional prior assumptions about the D I/H I value in one or

more components along the sight line. We refer the reader to Ferlet et al. (1996) and Linsky

(1998) for discussions of these other sight lines.

INSERT TABLE 4 HERE
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6.DISCUSSION

In thissectionwediscussthemeancolumndensityratiosD I/H I, O I/H I, N I/H I,

D I/O I, andOI/N I for thesevensightlinesobservedwith FUSE and compare these values with

measurements for other sight lines observed previously. Finally, we discuss astrophysical

processes that may affect the D I/H I and D I/O I ratios.

6.1. The D 1�HI Ratios

6.1.1 D I/H I In and Near the Local Bubble

For many years, there has been a controversy over the answer to the question, "'Does D/H

vary along different sight lines in the Galaxy?" (see York & Rogerson I976; McCullough 1992;

Linsky 1998). It is likely that the answer to this question is "yes". Recent IMAPS

measurements show a factor of 3 difference between the sight lines to 80ri A (Jenkins et al.

1999) and _Vel (Sonneborn et al. 2000). (See also Figure 3 and the discussion in the text

presented later in this section.) These results provide strong evidence that the ratio does in fact

vary. The issue now is not whether D I / H I varies, but rather how the ratio varies, the

magnitude of the variations, and the distance scales over which the variations occur.

The FUSE results show no evidence for significant variations of D I/H I from the mean

value for the gas in the Local Bubble and its neutral wall. The five FUSE sight lines with

reliable H I column densities in Table 2 span more than two orders of magnitude in H I column

density. The two high column sight lines (Feige 110 and BD +28 ° 4211) almost certainly
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penetratethewall of theLocalBubble. Theweightedmeanof D I/H I for thefiveFUSE sight

lines with reliable H I column densities is (1.52+0.08) x l 0-5. The fractional standard deviation is

12%. The 2"_ (v = 4) test for the weighted mean yields 1.3 indicating that the deviations from the

weighted mean are consistent with the estimated uncertainties. The value for Feige 110 is high

compared to the mean, D I/H I = (2.14+0.41 ) x 10 -5. However, the uncertainty is large and

removing the Feige 110 value decreases the weighted mean by less than 2%. Including the two

sight lines (WD0621-376 and WD2211-495) for which N(H I) is determined from EUVE data

with a high uncertainty (- 40 %) does not change these results appreciably. All of the results

appear to be consistent with a single value for the Local Bubble. The mean of the FUSE values

is consistent with the other determinations of D I/H I for the LIC and the Local Bubble. For the

+ 0.07

sight line to Capella (d=12.5 pc), Linsky et al. (1995) determined D I/H I = (1.60_0.10) xl0 -5.

As discussed in § 1, Linsky (1998) reported a mean value ofD I/H I = (1.50+0.10) xl0 -5 for the

LIC based on 12 sight lines observed with the GHRS. Thus, the FUSE studies support the idea

that the D I/HI ratio is effectively constant out to a distance of _ l OOpc.

Clearly, small number statistics limit the strength of this conclusion. The number of

FUSE sight lines with reliable H I column determinations is limited to five, three within the

Local Bubble and two penetrating the wall. Also, it is important to note that the FUSE data are

not of sufficiently high spectral resolution to precisely assess possible variations in D I/H I

between individual clouds along a sight line. The integrated values of D I/H I for each sight line

are subject to a modest amount of averaging, since even very short lines of sight may have

multiple components (see, for example, Piskunov et al. 1997 and H6brard et al. 1999). However,
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theintegratedvaluesstill provideimportantinformationabouttheglobalpropertiesof the

D I/H I ratio.

6.1.2Comparison With Measurements at Larger Distances

In Figure 3 we plot the FUSE determinations ofD FH I as a function of distance along

with the previously measured values of D I/H I from Copernicus, HST, and IMAPS listed in

Table 4 that we believe are particularly well determined. An examination of Figure 3 shows that

the variations in D I/H I appear to increase as a function of distance beyond 100 pc. We note

that several of the Copernicus D I/H I data points for stars beyond the Local Bubble indicate that

the D I/H I ratio is substantially smaller than the average local value of 1.5 xl0 -s. For example,

the data points for _, Sco (York 1983) and 0 Car (Allen et al. 1992) both imply D I/H I 1 xl0 -5.

In addition, the low IMAPS result for the 50ri A sight line is a confirmation of the low value

measured by Laurent et al. (1979) with Copernicus.

INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE

A weighted mean of all of the points in Figure 3 except for WD0621-376 and

WD2211-495, which have very large uncertainties, gives D I/H I -- (1.39+0.03) xl0 5. However,

Z { = 7.1 (v = 14), indicating that the probability of a single valued population is extremely low,

and hence a weighted mean ofD I/H I is not appropriate. If the largest contributor to the Z 2 test,
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+0.12
80ri A with D I/H I = (0.74 ) xl05, is removed,theweightedmeanincreasesto

- 0.08

(1.45+0.03)x10.5 but Z 2 = 5.0 (v = 13), still indicating that a single valued population for

D I/H I is improbable. 0 Car has a very low value ofD UI-I I = (0.50+0.16) xl0 5 and is the

second largest contributor to the 2 "2 test. If it is removed from the test instead, the weighted

mean is (1.43±0.03) xl0 5, but 2"2 = 5.1 (v = 13), again indicating a low probability for a single-

valued population. We are forced to conclude that although large variations do not appear at

distances of- 100 parsec or less, it is likely that there are variations at larger distances.

Additional FUSE measurements of D I and HST measurements of H I may help to better

characterize this variation.

6.2. The 0 I/H I and D I/O I Ratios

6.2.1 0 I/H I

Measurements of O I/H I are available for five of the FUSE sight lines. For the three

sight lines in the Local Bubble, the weighted mean is (3.94+0.35) x 10 .4, the fractional standard

deviation is 10%, and Z2 = 0.9 (v = 2). Including the two sight lines for which N(H I) is

determined from EUVE data with large uncertainties (WD0621-376 and WD2211-495) would

not change these results appreciably. However, including the two FUSE points outside the Local

Bubble, BD +28 ° 4211 and Feige 110 with log(H I) of 19.9 and 20.2 respectively, changes the

weighted mean to (3.03+0.21) x 10.4, the fractional standard deviation to 30%, and 2,2 = 3.9

(v = 4). Although the ratio is smaller, the fractional standard deviation and 2"2 are larger than
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thevaluesfor only theLocalBubblesightlines. Thechangesaredominatedbyonesightline,

BD +28°4211. With theBD +28° 4211sightlineremoved,O I/H I --(3.93+0.32)xl0 "4, the

fractional standard deviation is 12% and Z_ = 0.6 (v = 3).

Meyer et al. (1998) measured O I/H I for higher column densities, tog(H I) = 20.2 to 21.3

versus 17.9 to 18.9 for the Local Bubble points. They found a mean value of(3.43+0.15) xl0 -4

for the ISM and argued that the small variations from sight line to sight line indicated that the

ratio was essentially constant in the ISM at distances of a few hundred parsecs. (In accordance

with Meyer 2001, we have increased their published ratio to correct for a 7.6% decrease in the O

I k1356 oscillator strength recommended by Welty et al. (1999).) An evaluation of their data

shows a fractional standard deviation of 11% and 2"_ = 0.5 (v = 12) in agreement with this

argument. Within the uncertainties, the FUSE weighted means discussed above are comparable

with that of Meyer et al.

Meyer et al. (1998) use observations of a single transition, O 1%1356, and hence a single

oscillator strength to determine N(O I) whereas the FUSE studies use several O I transitions of

varying line strengths, f'z,. With increasing column depth, different transitions are used to

determine the value of the column density. In addition, transitions at different wavelengths

appear at different locations on the detectors and may have slightly different systematic errors

due to instrument artifacts of the type discussed in § 3.3. Thus, relative errors in the O I

oscillator strengths and instrumental errors could increase the dispersion in the derived values of

O I/H I from transition to transition. However, since several lines and multiple measurements of

the same line at different parts of the detector are usually used in the calculations of N(O I) (see,
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e.g.,H6brardetal. 2002;Sonnebornetat.2002),theerrorsin theresultingcolumndensitiesare

expectedto besmallerthanthepotentialdispersiondueto instrumentartifactsanderrorsin

oscillatorstrengths.

Observedvaluesof O I/H I andD I/O I couldbeaffectedbytheincorporationof oxygen

into interstellardust. Oxygenin interstellardustmightexistin theform of various silicates such

as pryoxene, (Mg,Fe) SiO3, or olivine, (Mg, Fe)2 SiO4, or as oxides such as MgO, FeO, Fe203

or Fe304. Oxygen could also exist in grain mantles but not in the form of H20 since the 3.1 grn

ice feature is not observed toward stars with low or moderate values of interstellar reddening

with E(B-V) < ~1.0 (Whittet et al. 2001). For the Local Bubble, O I/H I = (3.91+0.33) xl0 -4.

The level of oxygen depletion derived for the local diffuse ISM from this number depends on the

correct reference value for the total ISM oxygen abundance (gas+dust). Here we adopt the Solar

abundance as the reference abundance. The Solar abundance of oxygen has recently been

revised. Allende Prieto et al. (2001) have measured O/H = (4.904-0.59) x 10 .4 while Holweger

(2001) found O/H = (5.45+1.09)x10.4. If we adopt an average of these two numbers, 5.2 x 10"4,

as the ISM total (gas+dust) reference abundance, it suggests the amount of oxygen relative to

hydrogen in the dust is = 1.3 x 10.4. This estimate is similar to the value expected, -(1.5 to 1.8)

x 10 4, if the oxygen in the dust is mostly in silicate and oxide grains (Mathis 1996). Our

estimate implies that - 25 % of the interstellar oxygen in the Local Bubble could reside in

interstellar dust grains. Variations in the amount of dust due to differences in the history and

environment of a cloud could affect the measured values of O I/H I and D I/O I at a low level.

For sightlines with high values of interstellar reddening larger effects are possible.
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6.2.2 D I/O I

Because reliable H I measurements are not always available, it is desirable to inquire if

the ratio D I/O I can be used instead ofD I/H I to search for variability. Timmes et al. (1997)

have argued that D I/O I and D I/N I may provide unique advantages over D I/H I for tracing the

evolution of D as a function of metallicity, time, and redshift. Even though these arguments are

aimed at studies of intergalactic gas, a similar approach is attractive for the Milky Way. The

ionization balances of O I and D I are strongly coupled through charge exchange reactions with

H I. Meyer et al. (1998) have shown that it is likely that the sight line to sight line variations in

O I/H I are small in the nearby ISM and the FUSE results presented here support this for the

Local Bubble. The weighted mean of D I/O I for the five FUSE sight lines within the Local

Bubble is (3.76+0.20) xl0 "2. The fractional standard deviation is 12 % and 2'_ = 1.1 (v = 4)

indicating that the variability of the data is consistent with the uncertainties. A FUSE survey of

D I/O I in the Local Bubble by H6brard et al. (2001) that includes three additional sight lines also

concludes that this ratio is constant. The constancy of the D I/O I ratio in the Local Bubble

within the observational limitations is in agreement with the results for D I/H I presented in

§ 6.1. Thus it is likely that, at least in an average sense, O I could serve as a proxy for H I in the

Local Bubble, and possibly beyond in the nearby ISM.

Although the D I/O I ratio appears to be constant in the Local Bubble, is it appropriate to

use a single mean value to describe the D I/O I values at larger distances? If one includes the

two more distant FUSE sight lines (Feige 110 and BD +28 ° 4211) with the values inside the

Local Bubble, D I/O I = (3.99±0.19) x 10-2, the fractional standard deviation is 20 % and z{ = 2.6

(v = 6). If the two additional values in Table 4 (3' Cas and 50ri A) are included, the weighted
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meanis(3.63+0.16)x l 0 -2, the fractional standard deviation is 26% and Z_ = 3.8 (v = 8). The

increase in the value of Z_ indicates that the variability in the data is larger than would be

expected from the reported measurement errors. Furthermore, the ionization balances of O I and

D I are strongly coupled through charge exchange reactions with hydrogen, so the observed

scatter is unlikely to be caused by a selection effect involving ionization of one species, but not

the other. Thus, although unknown systematic errors cannot be ruled out, the increases in

fractional standard deviation and Z_ at larger column density and distance may be due in part to

real variations in the value of D I/O I beyond the Local Bubble. These variations may result

from changes in the relative concentrations of D I, similar to the variations of D I/H I with

increasing distance displayed in Figure 3.

6.2.30 I/H I versus D I/H I and D I/O I versus 0 I/H I

Even though the variations in O I/H I are expected to be small, it is important to

investigate whether there is any anti-correlation between O I and D I. Because D is destroyed

while O is produced by nucleosynthesis, there could be an anticorrelation between the column

densities of the two atoms. If so, is such an effect observable over the limited metallicity range

of the nearby ISM? Figure 4 displays values of O I/H I compared to D I/H I for the seven FUSE

sight lines plus two additional points from Table 4. D I/H I varies over a factor 2.9 from _50ri A

to Feige 110. As discussed in § 4.4, we have adopted 40% errors on N(H I) for the FUSE

determinations ofD I / H I and O I / H I for the WD0621-376 and WD2211-495 sight lines.

Note that errors in the H I column density tend to move points along a diagonal line with positive

slope whereas an anti-correlation would move the points along a line with negative slope.

Figure 4 displays no evidence for anti-correlation.
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INSERTFIGURE4 HERE

TheD I/O I ratioshouldbeevenmoresensitiveto anti-correlationeffectsthanthedata

presentedin Figure4. Figure5 showstherelationshipbetweenD I/O I andOI/H I. An anti-

correlationofD I/O I andOI/H I wouldmanifestitselfasatrendrunningfromtheupperleft to

lowerfight in thefigure. (Notethat systematicerrorsin theO I columnswill producethesame

effect.) Thedatapointsshowno clear trends over the limited metallicity range shown. A

"scatter plot" is expected ifD I is not anti-correlated with O I as implied by Figure 4, and Figure

5 appears to confirm this expectation. Over large ranges ofmetallicity, e.g. between the Milky

Way ISM and the IGM, a strong anti-correlation between D and O should exist. It is not yet

known whether a similar effect exists within the Milky Way ISM. However, Figures 4 and 5

indicate that the abundances of D I and O I are not anti-correlated at an observable level in the

nearby ISM.

INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE

6.3. The N I/H I, 0 I/N I and D I/N I Ratios
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Localconditionsin theISM canaffectthe ionizationbalanceofN I with respectto H I,

D I, andOI. In environmentswheretheself-shieldingis smallandtheelectrondensity

significant,which isoftentruefor LISM sightlines,thechargeexchangecouplingofN I with

H I ismuchweakercomparedto thatof O I withH I. ForthethreeFUSE sight lines where

estimates ofN(N II) are available, the fraction of N in the form of N I is roughly one third

(Table 3). Vidal-Madjar et al. (1998) measured a lower than average value ofN I/H I along the

sight line to G191-B2B, and all of the studies reported here show low values ofN I/H I. Jenkins

et al. (2000) performed a FUSE study of four white dwarfs in the LISM and noted similar

effects. The observed deficiencies ofN I are most likely due to photoionization by radiation

from hot stars and recombination of gas within hot conduction fronts. In the model discussed by

Jenkins et al. (2000), the local N I deficiency monotonically decreases to -0.07 dex with

increasing N(H I) at N(H I) = 10 Is cm -2. The actual deficiency measured for any given sight line

will depend on the exact conditions encountered along the path, but the implication is that for

low column density clouds in the LISM the ionization balance ofN I compared to H I is

expected to be more variable than that of O I. As a result, at low column densities N I is

probably not a reliable metallicity indicator.

The abundance ofN I relative to H I, D I, and O I appears to be lower in the nearby ISM

probed by the FUSE sight lines compared to directions having larger neutral hydrogen column

densities. Meyer et al. (1997) studied seven lines of sight with log N(H) = log[N(H I)

+ 2N(H2)] ranging from 20.18 to 21.15 and found N I/H I = (7.5+0.4) xl0 -5, near the solar value

of (9+2) x 10 .5 (Holweger 2001). The weighted mean reported here for the five FUSE sight lines

with high quality H I measurements is a factor of 2 less than that of Meyer et al. The average
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measuredN I colunmappearsto below. TheFUSE value ofO I/N I is twice as large as that

calculated from the data of Meyer et al. (1997, 1998), leading to a similar conclusion. York et

a1.(1983) found a similar deficiency ofN I compared to O I in a sample of 53 sight lines

observed by Copernicus. It is likely that the apparently lower N I abundance along the FUSE

sight lines is an ionization effect and not a metallicity effect. For D I/N I the FUSE weighted

mean is 60% larger than that for the three IMAPS sight lines: _ Vel, _ Pup, and 80ri A

(Sonneborn et al. 1999), which suggests again that ionization ofN I is more important in the

FUSE sight lines with lower total column density.

6.4. Causes of Variation in the Abundance Ratios

6.4.1 Implications for Interstellar Mixing

The results of § 6.1 indicate that it is reasonable to approximate the value of D/H within

-100 pc of the Sun by a single value with a relatively small scatter. The validity of this

assumption for other regions of the Galactic disk is less secure from an observational standpoint,

as outlined earlier. A simple explanation for why differences in the D/H ratio may be seen in the

Galaxy over distances separated by only a few hundred parsecs can be cast in terms of the

efficiency of mixing processes within the ISM driven by supernovae (SNe). There are two

relevant time scales: the mixing time, and the time between SNe. Ideally, the first of these can

be represented by the signal crossing time, or the time it takes for one parcel of gas to be

influenced by another parcel of gas. In the simplest case, the second is the inverse of the

supernova rate.
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Considerasphericalregion100pc in radius,similarin sizeto theLocalBubble

consideredwithin thisstudy.In afully ionizedISMat- 106K, theadiabaticsoundvelocity

cs= 150kms-1.Forr = 100pc,thecrossingtimeis ts -- 7 x 105 yr. This is roughly the crossing

time expected for the rarefied regions of the Local Bubble. Other mechanisms are generally

slower. The Alfvdn velocity is the appropriate signal speed for travel through the cloudy ISM

threaded by magnetic fields. The Alfvdn velocity is VA= 17 km s-I for a cloud with a magnetic

field of three microgauss and n = 1 cm-3; the Alfvdn crossing time is tA ----6 X 106 yr. VA is

proportional to B, so smaller magnetic fields would lead to longer mixing times. The LIC moves

with a velocity of 19 km s-1 LSR away from the Sco-Cen association. Other nearby clouds have

similar velocities (see Lallement 1998). Breitschwerdt (1998), Egger (1998), and Breitschwerdt

et al. (2000) have presented a model in which gas parcels with dimensions of a few parsecs are

ejected from the region of the Local Bubble wall in the Sco-Cen direction and travel through the

Local Bubble at ballistic velocities. Internal magnetic fields prevent the clouds from ablating

during transit. For ballistic clouds, the crossing time is tB = 4 x 106 yr.

Assuming a uniform supernova production rate of 0.02 yr 1 (Cappellaro et al. 1993)

spread over a galactic disk with a radius of 8.5 kpc, one expects roughly 8.8 x 10 11

SNe pc 2 yr J . The typical time between SNe in a 100 pc radius region is 4 x 105 yr, so tsN - ts

for this idealized situation of uniform star formation. Of course, some regions form stars more

actively than others; most Type II SNne occur in OB associations. Consequently, one expects

that regions where tsy << ts (e.g., spiral arm regions like Orion or Vela) may have considerable

inhomogeneity compared to more quiescent regions (like the solar neighborhood) because

astrated gas does not have a chance to mix completely before newly processed gas is expelled
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into theregion.Also, thecorrelatednatureof SNereducestheaveragefrequencyof mixing

events.Assuming- 40SNeprogenitors(OBstars)perassociationwouldincreasethevalueof

tsNby 40wheretsNnowrefersto theaveragetimebetweeneachburstof starformationandSNe.

However,eachassociationhasa"sphereof influence"with r - 102pcsothattheregionfor

calculatingtheSNeratedoublesto ~ 200pcandtsN- 4 x 106yr. Thus,thecrossingtimes

calculatedaboveindicatethattheISMwithin - 100pc shouldbewell mixedduringthis interval.

Converselyin theextremecase,if tsN>>ts, theamountof energyinjectedinto theISMmaybe

insufficientto thoroughlymix thegas.

Morethoroughdiscussionsof thecyclingof heavy metals between stars and the ISM

generally conclude that the typical mixing times required to produce a homogeneous ISM are

long, t > 108 yr (Avillez 2000; Tenorio-Tagle 2000; Avillez & MacLow 2001). A variety of

factors determine the mixing efficiencies, and many of these have not yet been studied

observationally in sufficient detail to fully characterize the mixing timescales (e.g., diffusion,

magnetic fields, small-scale interstellar structure, the transfer of energy between hot plasmas and

cold clouds). We suggest that the D/I-I results contained herein provide an additional constraint

on models seeking to explain the recycling and dispersal of elements in the ISM. Ongoing

D I/H I observations with FUSE may shed additional light on this subject.

6.4.2 Nucleosynthetic Histories

The fact that D I/H I appears to have a single value for gas within 100 pc of the Sun,

whereas at larger distances there appear to be variations in the ratio, may indicate that the

different regions have had very different nucleosynthetic histories. This result is even more
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puzzlingwhenoneconsidersthatO I/H I doesnotvaryasmuchasD I/H I in thenearISM

(see§6.2). In addition,overthelimitedmetallicityrangeavailablein thenearbyISM,the

abundanceof D I doesnotvary inverselywith theabundanceof O I. Thiscontradictsthesimple

ideathatmetalproductionandD destructionoccurtogether.Suchapictureis probablyvalid

overlarge(factorof 10-100)differencesin metallicity,but theremayexistnucleosynthetic

mechanismsin theMilky Waythataremoresubtle.Forexample,thebindingenergyof D I is so

low (-2.2 MeV)thatit isdestroyedattemperaturesmuchlowerthanthoserequiredfor the

productionof O inmassivestars.Thus,ifD isdestroyedin theouterlayersof starsandis

ejectedbeforesignificantOproductionoccurs,theaverageabundanceof D coulddecrease

withoutincreasingtheaveragemetallicity. Suchaprocesscouldbeoperativefor early-typestars

thatshedtheirouterenvelopesinmassivestellarwinds. Therelativeabundanceof D, O, andH

in thewind will varywith time(andfinal location),but thedetailedspatialvariationwould

dependonthestellarpopulationin agivenregion. In addition,theaveragenumberof massive

starsis small,sothatthedegreeof astrationandmetalproductionwill fluctuatefromlocationto

location.

It is alsopossiblethattheremaybesourcesof D thatcouldprovidevariationsfromplace

to placein thegalaxy.Mullan& Linsky(1999)suggestthatcontaminationof theISMby

D-enrichedmaterialejectedfromstellarflaresissuchasource.Othersources,suchasspallation

of heavierelements(Epsteinetal. 1976),havealsobeenproposedalthoughall havesome

drawbacks.Lemoineet al.(1999)summarizetheplausibilitythattheseandotherprocesses

contributeto theobservedD abundancesin theLISM.
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7.CONCLUSIONS

Theuniqueaccessof FUSE to the far-UV spectral region has been used to measure

column densities of D I, O I, and N I for the seven sight lines listed in Table 1. The authors of

the accompanying seven papers describe the care taken to assess the accuracy of the uncertainties

in these measurements. Collectively, the sight lines probe the LIC, the G cloud, other clouds in

the Local Bubble, and the wall of the Local Bubble. Although the sight lines have a range of a

factor of-5 in distance, the H I column density has a range of ~160, indicating the wide variety

of environments sampled.

H I columns and uncertainties were obtained from HST data (two sight lines), IUE data

(one sight line), one EUVE value, and in one case a combination of liST and EUVE results. For

these five sight lines, the weighted mean of D I/H I = (1.52+_0.08) xl 0 -5. This mean is similar to

previous values obtained for the LIC. A Z_ test of the weighted mean and other tests show that it

is likely that D UH I can be represented by this single value out to - 100 pc, the approximate

dimension of the Local Bubble. However, an examination of Copernicus and IMAPS data at

larger distances shows an increased dispersion.

The mean value of O I/H I is similar to that reported by Meyer et al. (1998) for longer

sight lines. For D I/O I within the Local Bubble, the dispersion is consistent with the estimated

uncertainties, in agreement with the results for D I/H I. It is likely that O I can be used as a

proxy for H I in the Local Bubble and possibly in the nearby ISM. When data taken by FUSE

and other missions for longer sight lines is included, the dispersion grows. Although unknown
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systematicerrorscannotberuledout,thismaybeduein partto variabilityin D I, similarto that

observedfor D I/H I.

Theseresultsaresubjectto smallnumberstatistics.FUSE is making additional

measurements ofD I and 0 I, but HSTmeasurements of the H I column density and the gas

velocity structure for many of these sight lines are critical for further progress.

An estimate of mixing times for the ISM shows that mixing of a region the size of the

Local Bubble is consistent with the frequency of SNe. In regions that form stars more actively

than others (e.g., spiral arm regions such as Orion or Vela), it may not be possible to mix the gas

between bursts of stellar formation and they may show considerable inhomogeneity compared to

the solar neighborhood. Although the nucleosynthetic destruction of D in stars is expected to be

accompanied by an increase in O, comparisons of 0 I/H I versus D I/H I and D I/O I versus

0 I/H I do not show any evidence for an anti-correlation between D I and 0 1 over the limited

range of metallicity studied. This may require new stellar processing mechanisms such as the

destruction of the weakly bound D nucleus without accompanying 0 1 production in the outer

layers of a hot star followed by ejection of the depleted material in massive stellar winds. The

possibility of local sources of D also needs to be considered.

There also is a cosmic dispersion in the values of D I/H I measured at large distances

(Pettini & Bowen 2001). As a consequence, determinations of baryon densities from D I/H I

must be based on careful statistical studies. However, searches for suitable systems to study

have a very low yield, and there is a danger of subtle selection biases. Thus, it is important to
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understandthecause(s)of theobserveddispersionin D I/H I. Typicalgasvolumedensitiesin

thedampedLyo_systemsarecloseto thosein theouterpartsof theMilky Way(O'Mearaetal.

2001),andit is likely thatfuturestudiesleadingto abetterunderstandingof thestill unknown

causesof thedispersionin theISM will illuminatethoseof theIGM.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic of LISM structure in the Milky Way plane near the Sun (adapted from Cha

et al. 2000). Projections of the seven FUSE sight lines onto the Galatic plane are shown. The

HZ 43A sight line rises so steeply out of the Galactic plane that its projection does not reach the

edge of the figure.

Figure 2. Boundary of the Local Bubble and the seven FUSE sight lines. Distances are in

parsecs. The 5 rnA (dashed line) and 20 rnA (solid line) Na I equivalent width contours are from

Sfeir et al. (1999). 20 mA corresponds to log[N(H I)]-19.3. The top panel is a projection on the

Galactic plane. The middle panel is the meridian plane containing the line to the Galactic

Center, and the bottom panel is the meridian plane perpendicular to the line to the Galactic

Center. The projected distance to a star is plotted in planes near the sight line. The 20 rnA

contour is dotted in regions where it is uncertain.

b

Figure 3. D I/H I versus distance for the seven FUSE sight lines (squares) listed in Table 3. The

two data points with N(H I) determinations from EUVE with large (+40%) uncertainties have

dashed error bars. Also shown are three high-confidence determinations of D / H from IMAPS

(circles), 4 determinations from HST (triangles), and three determinations from Copernicus

(diamonds). Distances are from the Hipparcos catalog when available. All errors are 1(_

estimates. See the text for references and details.

Figure 4. O I/H I versus D I/H I for the seven FUSE sight lines, 80ri A (IMAPS), and _' Cas

(Copernicus). The two FUSE data points with N(H I) determinations from EUVE with large

uncertainties have dashed error bars. Visual inspection shows no evidence for an inverse

relationship between O I/I-I I and D I/H I, which is contrary to expectations if D is destroyed as O

is produced inside stars.

Figure 5. D I/O I versus metallicity (O I/H I) for the seven sight lines for which accurate

determinations of both N(D I) and N(O I) are available. There is no evidence for a dependence

of D I/O I on O I/H I over the limited metallicity range sampled by these sight lines.
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